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2020

STANDARD LEGALITY
& ERRATA

STANDARD FORMAT LEGALITY
& WATERMARKS
STANDARD LEGALITY
WATERMARKS

PROMO + DEMO
WATERMARKS

SOUL CALIBUR 6: LIBRA OF SOULS

CHAMPION BATCH V

YU YU HAKUSHO

GRIMM IN WONDERLAND

GILL
JEDAH**
LIU KANG*
QUAN CHI*
QUAN CHI**

SEVENTH CROSS

MY HERO ACADEMIA

SOUL CALIBUR 6

DLC 2020

SHINNOK
TWINKLE MURDOCK*
STURMWAFFE

STREET FIGHTER VS DARKSTALKERS

PROMO 2020
ZOEY**

MORTAL KOMBAT X

COWBOY BEBOP

BANNED CARDS

NAPALM MAN
RYU

SHADOW SLICER
SUMMER HEAT

STREET FIGHTER

DOWNWARD SPIRAL
SHIELD

BIG

BANG

RED HORIZON: BLOOD OMEN
TIGER SCREAM
MEGA MAN: BATTLE FOR POWER

PUNISHMENT TIME!

MOST RECENT
PRINTING ERRATA
CONCUSSION BLAST

KNEE-CAPPER

TEMPLAR

If this attack is blocked, discard it from your
card pool after it resolves.

If this attack is blocked, discard it from your
card pool after it resolves.

R [Card Pool]: After you block with this card,
draw 2 cards and gain 2 vitality.
R Commit 1 foundation: After your Punch
attack deals damage, discard it and this
card from your card pool.

DIPLOMATIC
E Commit: Your attack gets +1 speed.
R (5+): After any number of cards leaves your
opponent’s card pool due to their effect,
they lose 2 vitality.

GOOD & EVIL
E Commit: This attack gets -1 speed and -1
damage (minimum 1).
R Commit, discard 1 momentum: After your
opponent plays a response ability on a noncharacter card, cancel its effects.
NOTE: NO LONGER UNIQUE.

GRAVITY HOLD
NOTE: NO LONGER IGNORES PROGRESSIVE
DIFFICULTY.

PROUD NOSE
		
R Destroy, discard 1 momentum: After you
check a 1, re-check.

NOTE: NO LONGER HAS BREAKER: 1.

REMEMBRANCE

MAXI*
		

E Commit: This attack gets Safe until the
end of the turn.

E [Once per turn] If you have 2 or more
foundations in your card pool, add the top
card of your deck to your momentum.

E [Your Turn] Destroy: Draw 1 card. Only
playable while committed.

SCORCH WHEEL
♂ E: Draw 1 card for each foundation that
has been added to your staging area this
turn.
NOTE: NO LONGER IGNORES PROGRESSIVE
DIFFICULTY.

E [Twice per turn] Add 1 foundation to your
card pool: Ready 1 of your foundations that
has not been readied this Combat Phase.
Your attack gets +1 speed and +3 damage.

FUNCTIONAL
ERRATA
BLACK DOG’S FANGS

CRYOMANCER’S DESCENDANT

HELLFIRE IMPALEMENT
			

R [Card Pool] Discard 1 momentum: After
another attack resolves, add this card to
your hand.

Sub Zero R Remove: After 1 of your
foundations is flipped, unflip 2 foundations.

Enhance Remove X Cards from your discard
pile with a printed control of 2 or less: Ready
X foundations that have not been readied
this Combat Phase.

DARK RECONQUISTA: PURGATORY
BOULDER BARRAGE GENBU
R: After you play this attack, add the top
card of your discard pile to your card pool
face down as a copy of this attack. Add that
attack to the attack stack. Discard the copy
after it resolves. Only playable if this is the
first attack you have played this turn.

CALLING UPON THE SUN
		
R Flip: After 1 of your foundations is
committed or destroyed due to your
opponent’s effect, they commit 1 of their
foundations. Playable while committed.

CELINKA**
Copies of ∙∙Celinka∙∙ count as 2 characters in
your staging area for card effects.

Deadlock E: Name a card. Search your deck
for any number of copies of the named card
and add them to your hand.

FAN-NADO
Combo E: This attack can only be blocked
by cards with a printed block modifier of 3
or greater.

FUNKY TOMATO
R Commit, flip: After your opponent plays
an ability that increases the damage of an
attack, cancel its effects.

HEALING POWERS
		
R Destroy: After your opponent adds 1 or
more cards to their momentum during the
Combat Phase, discard the added cards.
Your opponent may add the top card of their
deck to their momentum at the start of the
End Phase.

INVOKING BLOOD MAGIC
While this card is in your staging area, your
opponent must discard 1 momentum as an
additional cost to play abilities that would
discard any number of your momentum.

KITANA*
			
E [Once per turn] [Opponent’s attack]
Lose vitality equal to this attack’s printed
difficulty: Discard this attack.

KOENMA’S TASK
		
R Remove: After your opponent plays an
ability on an action card, cancel its effects.

KOVE
While this card is in your staging area,
attacks get -1 speed and -1 damage.

FUNCTIONAL
ERRATA
KUWABARA BLOCK

NEW SEONG STYLE: SCARLET METEOR

PRESSURE SENSITIVE

Modifier misprint: All Kuwabara character
cards are considered to have a +0 Mid Block
NOT a +0 High block.

R [Card Pool] Destroy 1 asset: After your
opponent plays an ability on an action card,
cancel its effects.

R Discard 1 card: Before a card would leave
your staging area due to your opponent’s
effect, remove this card instead.

KUZURYU REPPA

NOT MY PROBLEM
			

PSYCHIC SPIRIT GLASS

E: If this attack deals damage, draw X
cards and your opponent discards X of
their momentum, then discard cards until
the number of cards in your hand is equal
to or less than your character’s hand size.
X equals the amount of damage this attack
deals.

E Discard 1 card: The next card a player
attempts to play this turn gets +1 or -1
difficulty.

F Remove: Your opponent reveals their
hand. Choose 1 revealed card revealed this
way. Your opponent cannot play copies of
the chosen card for the rest of this turn.

LEAP OF THE LOACH
Combo E: If this attack is blocked, add it to
your staging area face down.

MARRYING AGE
		
R: After your opponent readies 1 of their
cards during the Combat Phase due to their
effect, ready 1 card in your staging. If you
cannot ready a card in your staging area
due to this ability, you may add 1 foundation
you could normally play from your hand to
your staging area ready.

OUTWORLD’S HEIRESS
		
E Remove, choose 1 of your opponent’s
assets or foundations and lose vitality equal
to its printed difficulty: Add the chosen card
from your opponent’s staging area to their
hand.
R Lose X vitality: After an attack is played, it
gets -X to its Stun rating. X may not be more
than its Stun rating.

PIT
While this card is ready in your staging area,
attacks lose Safe and cannot gain keywords
or have their keyword ratings increased.

SHADOW OF DEATH
R [Card Pool]: After your opponent reduces
the damage of this attack, you may add it
to your hand and your opponent loses 2
vitality.

SHOUOKEN
R [Card Pool]: After you play this card, cards
cannot leave your opponent’s card pool or
discard pile due to costs or effects for the
rest of the Combat Phase.

FUNCTIONAL
ERRATA
SKULL FORTRESS II

TECHNICAL SPHERE
		

TIM KEEFE 2
			

While this card is in your staging area, Ally
attacks get +1 speed.

E: Choose 1 attack in your removed from
game pile that is not named “Technical
Sphere”. This attack gains all abilities,
keywords and their ratings printed on that
card.

R [Twice per turn]: After you make a check
to play a card with a higher printed difficulty
than the last card in your card pool, it gets +2.

THE KEY TO HUMANITY’S FREEDOM

R: After an ability is played on an asset or
foundation, cancel its effects and destroy
that card.

SLIDE SHOTS
E: For the rest of this turn, after a Multiple
copy of this attack resolves, you may flip 1
foundation to discard it from your card pool.

SPIRIT SWORD THRUST
Kuwabara E: Reveal 1 foundation from your
hand and add it to your staging area face up
or face down.

SPIRIT GUN
Now has Yusuke Only

TATSUMAKI ZANKUKYAKU
E Lose 2 vitality: If your opponent has 2 or
more cards in their hand, players cannot
add cards to their hand due to their own
costs or effects for the rest of this turn.

E Remove: Add 1 asset (that you could
normally play) from your discard pile to
your staging area. Destroy that card at the
start of the End Phase.

THUNDER BREAK
			
E: Your opponent commits the highest
difficulty ready foundation in their staging
area (if there is a tie, you choose). This attack
gains Stun: X. X equals the committed card’s
printed difficulty.

THE WHITE HOUSE
			
While this card is in your staging area, checks
to play Action cards get -4.

THE TOGURO BROTHERS

WATER FREEZES
F Commit: Cards cannot leave your discard
pile or staging area due to your opponent’s
effects for the rest of this turn. Your next
Flash attack gets Safe for the rest of this
turn.

